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Our Vision

All European citizens have the opportunity to participate in and

benefit from creative and cultural activities of their choice.

It is our experience that not everyone in Europe shares the same opportunities to engage

equally in cultural activities. This can be because of economic, social, and cultural barriers.

The members of the Amateo network are committed to overcoming these barriers through

our work together.

Our Mission

As the European network for active participation in arts and culture, Amateo

advocates for and supports its sector and our members.

Our Strategic Aims

To advocate for the sector and our members

To support our sector and our members



1. Background - Our Story So Far

The idea of a European Network for the Voluntary and Amateur Arts  came out of the first international

conference on the amateur/voluntary arts – ‘art4all’ – which took place in Utrecht, the Netherlands 2004.

Following a second conference in Cardiff, Wales, a third conference took place in Ljubljana, Slovenia in 2008

and focused on the development of a European network for the voluntary and amateur arts. At this

conference the constitution for a ‘European network for active participation in cultural activities’, now

named Amateo, was approved. The founder members came from Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, the

Netherlands, Slovenia and the UK. A  key aim was to press for an opening up of European funding to the

amateur sector. Registered in Belgium, for several years the network depended on the work, generosity and

good will of those founding members. Income from membership fees and some small grants allowed an

annual conference as the main activity in those early years. The board currently comprises representatives

from Netherlands, England, Slovenia, Scotland, Croatia and the Czech Republic. A major transformation

occurred in 2017 when the organisation was awarded nearly one million euros over four years from Creative

Europe for the Arts Take Part Project.  The projects’ aims have been;

1. To strengthen the cross-border contact, knowledge exchange and contact

2. To promote trans-national skills, competences and know-how

3. To exchange and disseminate key national documentation and surveys and initiate new

transnational research

4. To develop new pilot work and support innovative approaches and cross-border activity

5. To initiate new flagship events including support for the European Week of Amateur Arts and

initiating the Annual Amateo Award.

6. To test a new management model; by implementing a network secretariat with transversal staff

functions and five clusters of transnational activity teams.

7. To strengthen the sector’s capacity to cooperate internationally.

8. To engage more national and regional associations from more EU member states and programme

countries, especially from Southern Europe to be members of the Amateo Network.

The Arts Take Part project transformed the organisation. The scope and range of its activity grew

significantly.  Highlights in the first 3 years of the programme have been;

● Built a trans national delivery team of 20 staff from 14 countries

● Grown the network from 32 members in 2017 to 56 in 2021

● Created a database to share research and developed new questionnaire for work in the sector

● Translated and published 2 research reports

● Held conferences in Pecs (HU), Novi Sad (SE), Ljubljana (SLO) and Edinburgh (SCO)

● Developed the CONNECT international collaboration programme with events in Deventer (NL),

Narva (ES), Edinburgh (SCO) and Maribor (SE)

● Supported x Pioneer Projects involving x countries

● Established the Amateo Awards with winners from Greece, Netherlands and Belgium

● Built new partnerships with Europe Cantat, ENCC, European Folk Network,

● Produced a manifesto for support in the participatory sector

In order to measure our impact, we have commissioned an independent external evaluation, which includes

an annual stakeholder survey which has helped to maximise our learning and improve our services through

the ATP project we have undertaken an Annual Stakeholder Survey. The results show a growing level of

satisfaction over the first 3 years of the project.
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Amateo is performing well in

relation to supporting

international cooperation

74 81 90 Positive

Amateo is performing well in

relation to maintaining a strong

network

70 70 86 Positive

Amateo is performing well in

relation to providing

opportunities to share learning

64 72 81 Positive
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relation to providing advocacy for

amateur arts

64 70 78 Positive

Amateo is performing well in

relation to innovative working

52 63 76 Positive

Amateo is performing well in

relation to providing

opportunities to develop new

skills

49 63 66 Positive

There have of course been challenges.

We were undertaking what began as a very complex and ambitious project that needed clarification and

simplification. For example the basic administrative building blocks such as service level agreements had to

be put in place.

Our Internal Process Evaluation highlighted the difficulty for some team members to balance the demands

of the ATP project and their work for their parent organisation. However the same report also highlighted

the advantages of a flat structure with a strongly participative approach.

Addressing  the requirement of the Creative Europe funding for 20% match funding has been a challenge.

The contribution of staff time from member organisations has been vital and similarly the support from host

nations for our conferences and events has been significant. So by year 3 we had a good strategy in place to

meet the 20% target but this in itself has been a learning process.

Year 3 of the programme coincided with the COVID pandemic. Like many others we had to take events

online, redraft our budgets and financial plans and seek approval from our main funders for those changes.

Apart from the low response rate to the Annual Stakeholder Survey all of our other work, for example the

annual conference and general assembly, saw an increase in attendance in the online format.



Our distributed operating model and the flexibility of the team members helped us react positively to the

crisis.

We have enabled capacity building opportunities for Amateo staff offering the opportunity to  work directly

with international colleagues to broaden our horizons and supported them financially to make those

opportunities feasible.

Amateo has responded proactively and thoughtfully to all of these changes. Arts Take Part was always

intended to be a learning and development process and we have applied the learning gained through our

Internal Process Evaluation and External Impact Evaluation. We have used this learning and the legacy of

the Arts Take Part project to inform the next stage of Amateo’s development.

We have concluded that the ongoing work is highly relevant to our stakeholders and there is a continued

need and demand for the work that Amateo is doing. 80% agreed that “The themes are relevant to my

work”
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There is a need for a

network like Amateo

86 82 92 Positive

Amateo is a valuable

network

81 76 90 Positive

The Stakeholders valued the network very highly with at least nine in ten agreeing that there is a need for a

network like Amateo (92%) and Amateo is a valuable network (90%).  Both of these figures have risen

substantially since 2018 and 2019. This feedback and the progress we have demonstrated is evident in the

research and informs our objectives in particular in relation to advocacy and international cooperation.



2. Policy Context

AMATEO sees active participation in the arts at the heart of a free and open society as enshrined in Article

27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Active participation in arts and cultural activities

empowers individuals to freely express themselves and promote cultural cohesion, social inclusion and

active citizenship.

The work is grounded in our common humanity but represents and celebrates the diversity of European

culture within the fields of theatre, dance, music, writing, singing, choirs, film, video, visual arts and crafts,

community arts and socio-cultural activities. The sector is, next to amateur sport, the largest civil society

sector in the EU member states. A vast number of voluntary and paid staff and artists are employed in a

myriad of associations to provide arts based activities for about 38% European citizens. We have been part

of a European wide campaign as members of Culture Action Europe to secure increased investment in the

creative sector.

‘The cultural dimension is not a secondary aspect of our societies; on the contrary it is decisive for our

qualities of life. This is why the European Parliament has been committed from the outset to supporting

what is a crucial area for building a new world.’

David Sassoli, President of the European Parliament

While this is good news we believe we still have to make the case for the amateur and voluntary sector to

benefit. Our experience of the Arts Take Part project, with growing membership and an interest in learning

and cooperation is evidence of this demand.



3. Our Strategic Aims

To advocate for the sector and our members

Objectives

● Cultural participation is valued and supported  at national and European policy making level

● Amateo is a relevant and representative partner and voice for the sector

Actions

1. To grow and strengthen our membership

2. Gather and share examples of best practice

3. Initiate, collect and share research and documentation

4. Lead or collaborate on campaigns

5. Celebrate and highlight achievements

To support our sector and our members

Objectives

● Our members are connected to and learn from each other’s experience and from the

experience and practice of others beyond the network.

● Our members increasingly work together

Actions
1. Facilitate opportunities for European collaboration and cooperation in our network
2. Facilitate opportunities to increase members’ knowledge, skills and capacity

3. Support our members to reach more people by raising the profile of participatory cultural

activity

4. Facilitate opportunities for sharing best practice and innovative approaches to active

participation in arts and culture.

4. Membership

Amateo exists to support the members, to act as their voice with policy makers, to create the conditions

where cultural participation can thrive. We are legally based in Belgium and our membership is defined in

the Amateo constitution as follows;

The network is open to Belgian and foreign member organisations.

Member organisations can be private or public umbrella organisations or private or public organisations or

networks in the field of music, choirs, theatre, dance, folklore, fine arts, creative writing, photography, film,

new media or other, provided that they are working within the field of active participation in cultural

activities. They may operate at regional, state or national level as well as within states or regions, in

countries that are federal, regionalised, or otherwise decentralised in the fields of culture. Organisations

working on a supra-national level are also eligible to become members.

As part of the Arts Take Part programme we have undertaken an annual Stakeholder Survey that has helped

us to understand what our members value most from their involvement. We have come to recognise  the

wide range of organisations who share a commitment to our vision. Some are national, some are regional.

Some are focused on one art form, such as music or theatre. Others work in all aspects of arts and culture.



Our aim is to be as inclusive as possible and in recent years there has been a growing interest in joining the

network. In addition to the membership definition outlined in the statutes the board have proposed three

additional criteria;

● Applicants can demonstrate in their practice a shared commitment to the Amateo vision

● Applicants can demonstrate how their practice involves work beyond your immediate locality. This

may involve the organisation leading or participating in a network or in collaborative projects with

other organisations in their country or internationally.

● Applicants can outline how being part of a wider network relates to their work and their role.

The benefits of being a Member

● Making international connections

● Learning from each other and sharing knowledge

● Opportunities for international collaboration

● Increasing the visibility of their work

● Increasing visibility and credibility of our work for decision makers

● Learning about funding opportunities from other members

● Reduced rates to attend Amateo events

5. Our Values

● Honest

● Respectful

● Open

● Curious

● Creative

● Transparent

● Democratic

6. Our Policy Priorities

While AMATEO sees active participation in the arts as a core value for a free and open society there is

evidence that not everyone has the same opportunities to take part. In England for example people in

higher Socio-economic classification 1-4 were more likely to have engaged in arts and cultural activities

than those within categories 5 to 8. 61.0% of those within 1 to 4 attended an event, performance or festival

in the twelve months prior to interview, compared to 36.9% of those within 5 to 8. Poverty, social isolation,

discrimination, the climate emergency and unequal access to education are factors that contribute to this

inequality of opportunity. The actions we are proposing in this plan will prioritise interventions which can

help to address these inequalities.

Inclusion - our programme proposals will encourage and support engagement with members and

organisations in their efforts to make the benefits and pleasure of participating in their own creative lives a

priority. For example demonstrating good practice in this will be a criteria for the Amateo Award.



Life after COVID - the economic, social and cultural impacts of the pandemic are still to be fully understood.

During the period of this plan we will create opportunities for our members to share and learn from each

other in their response to the pandemic and we will continue to offer our programme using both online and

face to face opportunities once that becomes safe and viable.

Climate Emergency - during the ATP programme we became increasingly aware of the impact of our own

activities in terms of our carbon footprint. We began to look at how to address that for example in

encouraging team members to travel by train and other means, and reflected on the results of these

actions. The learning will be integrated into any further application for funding.

New ways of working - it is clear from our Stakeholder Survey that our members value the opportunity to

learn from each other  and share best practice in their work. This, along with opportunities to cooperate

and collaborate, is at the heart of our programme plans. In this plan we will build on the online

opportunities to meet those expectations as well as live events.

8. Partners

To make an impact in this plan we believe it is important to work with others in partnership. During the life

of this plan we will seek to establish collaborative working relationships with key stakeholders in our sector,

in particular Europe Cantat, European Network for Cultural Centres, European Folk Network and ACENet.

9. Our Action Plan

Some elements of the action plan depend  on a successful application to Creative Europe for a new project,

‘Arts Take Part - Growing the Connections’. Those actions are highlighted in red.

Each action will also be considered in relation to our policy priorities. So for example we will strive to

minimise our carbon footprint in delivering the programme and activities such as the Annual Award and

support for collaborative projects will reflect a commitment to social innovation and diversity.

The actions in red are contingent on additional funding.

To advocate for the sector and our members

Objectives

● Cultural participation is valued and supported  at national and European policy making level

● Amateo is a relevant and representative partner and voice for the sector

Actions

Action Activity

1.To grow and strengthen our Appoint General Secretary in autumn 2021



membership
Develop Communication and Advocacy Strategy

Facilitate regular opportunities for members to meet and share
their experiences

Explore the idea of Amateo Ambassadors in each country

2. Gather and share examples of

best practice

Maintain and develop the Inspiration Box online

Annual Conference and other live and online opportunities for
sharing and collaboration

3. Initiate, collect and share

research and documentation

Establish a partnership with an academic institution.
Develop our research and documentation database

4. Lead or collaborate on

campaigns

Biennial  themed advocacy campaign

Active membership of Culture Action Europe

5. Celebrate and highlight

achievements

Annual Amateo Award

Develop Communications and Advocacy Strategy

To support our sector and our members

Objectives

● Our members are connected to and learn from each other’s experience and from the

experience and practice of others beyond the network.

● Our members increasingly work together

Action Activity

6. Facilitate opportunities for
European collaboration and
cooperation in our network

Annual Conference  and other live and online opportunities for
sharing and collaboration

Workshop programme to facilitate new collaborations building on
the experience of CONNECT.

Themed focus groups - working online and at annual events and
building on the ATP programme e.g. Awards Ambassadors,
CONNECT participants



7. Facilitate opportunities to

increase members’ knowledge,

skills and capacity

Annual conference  and other live and online opportunities for
sharing and collaboration

Maintain and develop the Inspiration Box online and Week of
Amateur Arts

Develop new approaches to involving Amateo members in the
organisation's activities, for example focus groups.

Explore new technologies to maximise exchange and engagement
amongst members e.g. SLACK and www.wonder.me

8. Support our members to reach

more people by raising the

profile of participatory cultural

activity

Annual Amateo award

Develop Communications and Advocacy Strategy

9. Facilitate opportunities for

sharing best practice and

innovative approaches to active

participation in arts and culture

Annual conference  and other live and online opportunities for
sharing and collaboration

Workshop programme to facilitate new collaborations building on
the experience of CONNECT.

10. Resources and Staffing

The experience of delivering the Arts Take Part programme has helped us to better understand what our

members need from the network and what our priorities should be. In turn this sees a shift in the resources

we need to meet those expectations. We see our role as an enabler who helps to create the conditions for

our members to thrive. In turn this sees a focus of our activity from direct delivery to facilitator.

The staffing priority in this plan will be the appointment of a General Secretary. This will be a part time

position appointed in October 2021 on a 15 month contract. The key elements of the role will be;

● Communication with Amateo members

● Secretariat to the Amateo Board

● Manage and support staff and freelancers

● Manage relationships with key partners including Creative Europe,  CAE and ENCC

● Coordinating the ‘Arts Take Part - Growing the Connections’ programme if successful application to

Creative Europe is successful

There will also be a need for expertise in Finance and Communications. The General Secretary will consider

options for how this can be provided, within a budget allocation estimated for planning purposes.

http://www.wonder.me/


11. Finances

The organisation can access five main sources of support for this plan.

● Annual Membership Fees estimated at €3750.00 per annum

● Restricted Funds from Creative Europe until 31st December 2021

● Unrestricted Funds estimated at approximately €50,000

● Project Grants

● Creative Europe Programme from 2022

12. Staffing and Programme Costs

12.1 Core Staff

This core staffing will focus on the development of the network and the support for the board using

unrestricted funding. The costs for the remainder of 2021 are part of the Arts Take Part project and the

appointment of the General Secretary will be made in October 2021.

The estimated costs below refer to 2022 from Unrestricted Funds. These estimates will be reviewed and

finalised by the Board at the end of 2021.

General Secretary (78 days) €23,400

Communications (52 days) €10,400

Finance (52 days) €10,400

Staff Travel and Accommodation €5,000

Audit fees €5000

€54,200

12.2 Programme Activity - ‘Arts Take Part, Growing the Connections’

This will be dependent on securing further resources in particular to the Creative Europe Networks

Programme. We envisage a programme that involves staff from member organisations, freelancers

contracted annually to deliver specific actions and involvement of members organisations.

The core staff team will also be part of the delivery of ‘Arts Take Part, Growing the Connections’ proposals

and it is envisaged that the contracts for those staff will reflect any additional responsibilities required.


